Let’s go walking hand in hand
On land ripe with the clean scent of fresh snow
Among maple trees older
Than our grandparents’ grandparents’ memories
Let’s draw upon the
   Innocent endlessness of days in childhood
   Simple laughter of our youth and
   Vigor and honor of our once new adulthood
And let’s season these with the
   Commitment to our family
   Courage in hard times and
   Faith in something far bigger than ourselves
That we have worked so hard to achieve
That life has so strongly insisted we achieve

Let’s go walking hand in hand
As we gaze among the birches out across to snowy hills beyond
And wonder where best to build our new home
   To deepen the roots of our lives
   As we make our stand
   Together

Let’s build a home worthy of our dreams
   Worthy of our children
   Worthy of our love
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